1996 chevy silverado air conditioner compressor replacement

Your Account. Support Center. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Select Part. Select
Fitment. We ship from multiple warehouses across the country, so you get your part as soon as
possible. Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Covers everything; parts and
shipping costs. Experts in auto parts since â€” rated 4. The part you are searching for is not
available online. Please contact us for further information. If Chevy is truly the Heartbeat of
America, then the Silverado should be considered its soul. With a durable body chassis, clever
innovations and a comfortable cabin, the Silverado has earned a dedicated and passionate
following, including some of the most dedicated do-it-yourself mechanics of any truck make or
model. Silverado owners really love their Chevy pickup trucks. From small under-the-hood
tune-up to a major engine project, BuyAutoParts. Since , the Chevrolet Silverado has won
numerous awards, and it remains an incredibly popular truck model, even today. With so many
Silverados out there, a quality supplier of factory-grade replacement parts comes in handy. Find
your Chevy Silverado AC compressor today. Unlike your neighborhood parts store, we have
your part in stock. And unlike other online parts providers, we actually put our name behind our
parts. We offer an exclusive 1-year warranty on all Chevrolet Silverado AC compressors, just
like all of our other components. No questions asked. Need another reason to consider BAP?
For on-the-fly responses and responsive customer service, we have a chat window on the BAP
contact page. To speak with our team of Chevy Silverado AC compressor specialists, call our
office at Browse our assortment of Silverado AC compressors, from to the current models. Click
here for Mobile version. Home Toggle navigation. Your Account Support Center. We've got your
back Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Return for any reason within 60 days
for a full refund. Your part can be more easily found using the Diff Wizard. Thank You! Secure
Shopping. All rights reserved. Replacement compressor clutches are available from auto parts
stores and automotive dealers. Turn off the engine and place the SUV in park. Apply the parking
brake and disconnect the negative battery terminal using a battery terminal wrench. Insert the
male threaded end of the compressor clutch removal tool into the female threaded end of the
clutch. Thread the removal tool into the compressor clutch until it becomes too difficult to turn
by hand. Tighten it with a standard open-end wrench until it is completely seated. Kyle
Sanstrom has been writing professionally since His articles have been published on several
websites including eHow and Automobile Insight. Sanstrom has undergone advanced
automotive training at the Dunwoody College of Technology, holds an Associate of Arts in
general studies from Century College and has more than 10 years of experience in all aspects of
automotive repair and diagnosis. Step 1 Turn off the engine and place the SUV in park. Step 3
Insert the male threaded end of the compressor clutch removal tool into the female threaded
end of the clutch. When the air conditioning quits working on your Chevrolet Silverado pickup,
the first thing to do is to open the hood and verify that the compressor is properly engaging.
More serious issues must be handled by a trained technician. The first thing to check if your
compressor will not engage is the electrical system. If the metal ribbon within the fuse appears
burnt or broken, replace the fuse. If the fuse is okay, the next suspect is the air conditioner
relay. If the fuses and relay are in working order, your air conditioning system may be
inadequately charged with refrigerant. Silverado pickups produced after use ozone-friendly Ra
refrigerant. Older models originally used R refrigerant, commonly known as freon, though many
trucks have been retrofitted to use Ra. Home Ra charging kits are available. Start your engine
and turn your air conditioning to the coldest setting. Connect the charging hose to the can of
refrigerant and then to the low pressure port of the air conditioning system. On most Silverado
models, this port is located on the accumulator: an aluminum cylinder located on the passenger
side of the engine compartment. Hold the can of refrigerant upright and slowly open the valve
on the charging hose. The pressure of your can will force the gas into your system. While the
compressor may engage immediately, allow the can to empty before removing the charging
hose. Test the pressure of your system with an air conditioning gauge and do not charge it over
capacity. It could indicate faulty pressure sensors, damaged wiring or a bad HVAC control
module. Based in Colorado, Erik Johnson has been writing professionally since and has worked
in real estate, management and technical fields. Recipient of the 3M Richard G. Drew
Recognition of Creativity, Johnson is the author of three books. References AA1Car. Go for the
great Chevrolet K when what you want in a car are such things as taking unknown roads
combined with great shock absorption. There are many different options available as well as
third-party parts that may provide more enjoyment to your road trips. Though they aren't always
needed to keep your car functioning, cabin comfort components of your car or truck are vital to
keep your vehicle cozy and nice to use, especially in difficult temperature conditions.
Air-conditioning components need cooling fluid, which is transferred to the condenser by the
car's Chevrolet K AC Compressor. Your AC Compressor moves the air conditioning coolant to
the condenser. Your AC Compressor enables the Freon to dissipate its heat, permitting the

vehicle's air conditioning to work. Following cooling after being pumped by the AC
Compressor, your cooling system transmits the frosty air into the inside of your vehicle. A
Chevrolet K needs to be maintained in peak shape and maintained regularly; that means buying
the highest-quality new and OEM auto parts. They are available for the following Chevrolet K
years: , , , , , , , , , , , , 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, 90, 89, This part is also sometimes called
Chevrolet K Air Conditioning. It does work for now. Please make a note in your records. Thank
You. Bought new because "rebuilt" leaked after 2 years. This looks great! Great price. All parts
were delivered as described. Came with enough PAG oil to achieve correct volume of lubricant.
Installed and fitment was correct. Pulled vacuum and no leaks. Charged system with correct
amount of A. System functions as it should. Compressor runs quiet during operation. Good deal
Placed the order on Friday and it arrived the next Wednesday. Packed adequately to prevent
damage and each part of the kit was in its own separate box which protected it even more. The
compressor was pre-filled with the right amount of the right oil and sealed for shipping. About 2
hours under the hood and everything was swapped with zero trouble. I've been running it now
for about a week and wishing I would have made the repair long ago. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of
ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service
page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low
prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. The compressor kit provides the
components needed to complete the job right. All gpd Compressor kits are application specific.
All product needed to do the job right the first time Direct fit replacement. Shipping Options:
Free Ground Shipping. Features: Direct fit replacement All product needed to do the job right
the first time Designed to meet or exceed OE fit, form, and function Durability tested on every
new design gpd Compressor Kits include, Compressor, Accumulator, Expansion Device, and
Rapid Seal Kits unless otherwise noted. Features: Direct fit replacement All product needed to
do the job right the first time Designed to meet or exceed OE fit, form, and function gpd
Compressor Kits include, Compressor, Accumulator, Expansion Device, and Rapid Seal Kits
unless otherwise noted. Durability tested on every new design. Features: years of OE
experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every
aftermarket part. Refrigerant Type RA. Product SKU: W If you hear a loud Chevy Silverado AC
compressor noise when using your AC or if you have weak cool air blowing from the system
you may need a to check your air condition. If you have no cool air at all then that is an
indication that you may need a whole new Silverado AC compressor replacement. The
compressor is the part of the air condition unit that pressurizes the refrigerant and pumps it
through the AC system. Check the Relay If all the above-mentioned parts seem to be
functioning correctly, you have the option to check the AC compressor relay. This piece is no
different than any other electrical relay. The electrical contacts will eventually wear out or even
burn out. Some symptoms of a weak AC relay are inconsistent cooling, your AC compressor not
turning on, or no cold air at all. In the final analysis, if you determine that you need to replace
the compressor, it is advisable to replace the contributing parts as well. This includes AC drier.
The AC drier acts as a filter against moisture and debris for your new AC system. Not Engaging
If you notice your Chevy AC compressor not engaging or not working you need to check some
different parts before determining what the actual problem is. A Chevy Silverado AC
compressor clutch can fail and is a piece that you should check. The clutch will engage and
cause the compressor to work properly. If you have an AC compressor not engaging it doesn't
necessarily mean your Chevy Silverado AC compressor clutch is bad. The problem could be as
simple as your AC fuse that is blown. If you experience fuses that are blown out consistently
then you may have a dirty condenser coil. Don't Run It Dry You have determined that you need
to do an AC compressor removal and replace it with a new one or a Chevy AC compressor
rebuild kit and you don't want to run the compressor dry. New AC compressor units usually
come pre-oiled. However, just to be safe you can read the book that came with the new one or
find the manual for the exact compressor online. The point is to not engage the compressor and
let it run without oil in it. One final note is to turn the compressor by hand once it is installed to
get the oil out of the cylinders and moved around before starting it up. Being conscious and
taking these precautions can lower any future replacement cost. That is money you can save by
doing the work yourself. There are plenty of very detailed videos available online to walk you
through each step. As for the parts, check out the online parts retailer PartsGeek. You will
receive the exact parts you need like a Chevy Silverado AC compressor quickly and at big
savings. We only sell auto parts online. Our overhead is very low and so are our prices. Read
more reviews. The part was perfect and a whole lot cheaper here, I will order all my parts from
Parts Geek. Shipped fast. Half price of local parts stores. Exactly what I ordered. Everthing
worked perfect. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet K Vehicle Chevrolet K Catalog: A. Catalog:

C. Catalog: T. Catalog: N. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and
transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a
week between 7 AM and 9 PM. An AC system has many components: compressor, condenser,
receiver dryer, evaporator, and hoses. The AC compressor has several moving parts including
pistons and valves. These internal parts can fail, causing the AC compressor to stop working. It
is common for the internal parts of the compressor to come apart and disperse metallic debris
throughout the system. Consequently, it is a requirement to replace the orifice tube and the
receiver dryer when replacing the compressor since some of the debris may have ended up
there. For an AC compressor to work, it needs a clutch, bearing, and an electrical connector.
The clutch can burn or the bearing can fail. If the bearing or clutch have failed, it is
recommended that the compressor be replaced. Sometimes replacing the entire compressor
with a remanufactured one can be cheaper than replacing an individual clutch or bearings. It is
also common for the seals in the AC compressor to go bad. If the seals no longer hold, you will
need a new compressor, as the seals cannot be replaced. A compressor may also fail if there is
sludge or debris in the air conditioning system. If there is sludge or debris, the hoses,
evaporator, and condenser should be flushed to get rid of the contaminants. When it is not
possible to flush the parts, you may need to replace those parts. This service comes with
receiver dryer and orifice tube. It is very common for metals from the compressors to go
throughout the system and get caught in different components. If the compressor is replaced
without the dryer and the orifice tube, it will ruin the new compressor and it will not be covered
by the warranty from parts manufacturers. The most common reason for an AC compressor to
fail is leaky seals and inadequate lubrication. If you notice a change in the temperature of the air
through the AC vents not as cold as it should be , get it inspected. In addition to your comfort,
air conditioning systems add value to your vehicle. You should keep your AC fully operational.
In some systems, the hot and cold air are blended to achieve the desired temperature setting. In
these cases, when the AC system fails, you will not only NOT get any cold air, but the entire
temperature regulation is thrown off. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic
Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See
availability. Keep in mind: This service comes with receiver dryer and orifice tube. How it's
done: Check for pressure in the AC system. Check for power and ground at the compressor. If
compressor is found to be faulty, remove all of the refrigerant. Flush all foreign materials from
the AC System. Install new compressor, receiver drier, and orifice tube. Evacuate and recharge
the AC system. Leak check for any system leaks. Check for proper operation of AC system. Our
recommendation: The most common reason for an AC compressor to
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fail is leaky seals and inadequate lubrication. What common symptoms indicate you may need
to replace the AC Compressor? No cold air from the vents. Clicking sound from under the
engine. AC not working. How important is this service? Number of Chevrolet Silverado services
completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Chevrolet Jobs. Auto service in Your City.
Meet some of our expert Chevrolet mechanics Real customer reviews from Chevrolet owners
like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Greg 21 years of experience. Request Greg. Greg
was professional, knowledgeable and very helpful! Alexander 5 years of experience. Request
Alexander. Very good. Francisco 10 years of experience. Request Francisco. Was very fast! Put
a driver side door handle on in about 25 minutes! The labor rate was reasonable and so was
door handle! Will probable hire again soon! Joshua 6 years of experience. Request Joshua.
Silverado - Starter - Argyle, TX. Can't ask for a better tech! How can we help? Read FAQ.

